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Testing Kerr with ringdowns  

LIGO observations have begun 
probing BH ringdown dynamics

Test identity of post-merger 
remnant: Kerr BH or something 
else?

Data analysis templates need to 
accommodate  “post-Kerr” 
parameters …[Abbott et al. 2016]



UltraCompact Objects

Λ

• By definition UCOs are horizonless and have a “surface” at a radius                             

R < 3M ) light ring in the exterior

• Plenty of speculative candidates (… but in most cases formation mechanism 
remains unclear or they could be unstable).

Gravastars Boson stars Something else



Non-rotating UCOs: wave potential

• A UCO’s wave potential (for linear 
perturbations) typically looks like 
that in the figure. uniform density star R=2.26M

Cavity harbours “trapped” w-modes

Schwarzschild exterior potential with  
peak near photon ring (rph=3M)  

reflecting boundary instead of horizon

Rotating UCOs have non-BH exterior



UCOs mimicking BH ringdown

• BHs and UCOs have markedly different QNM spectra.

• Despite that, non-rotating UCOs and BHs  share identical early ringdown 
signals [Cardoso et al. 2016, also Nollert 1996 for early work] 

• Intuitive explanation: early ringdown dominated by radiation scattered 
at the potential peak (not always associated with a single QNM).

[Cardoso et al. 2016]

early ringdown (identical to BH)
late time “echoes” (trapped w-modes)



Rotating UCOs vs Kerr BHs

Telling apart BHs from UCOs  

w-mode echoes                                      
( method could be robust 
but signal might be weak 
or not easy to model ? ) 

Rotation lifts early ringdown 
signal degeneracy (this work)                    

Rotating UCOs differ from Kerr 
BHs in multipolar structure of 
exterior spacetime.  

Need non-spherical UCO models 
[at least             in rotation] O(⌦2)



General formalism for UCOs in GR

Mass quadrupole

• Work with                accurate Hartle-Thorne metric (assumes axisymmetry 
and stationarity):

O(⌦3)

• Parametrise the UCO’s multipoles as:

� =
J

M2Spin octupole

“Kerr” spin 
parameter

=0 for  
Kerr BH

[Benhar et al. 2005]



Eikonal “QNM” at photon ring

• Alternative: use properties of the geodesic photon ring to approximate the 
frequency and damping rate of the early ringdown.

• Consider equatorial photon ring: model for                    wave modes. m = ±`

• Key result: photon ring radius and eikonal ringdown frequency/damping 
as a function of the UCO multipolar structure.

• Still lacking QNM spectra for rapidly rotating UCOs.
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Multipolar formulae for early ringdown
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In these formulae (as well as the preceding one) 
we use the total spin-corrected M and χ



Precision of our scheme

Accuracy of eikonal & slow-rotation approximations using  
Kerr as template (well justified since UCOs are “close” to Kerr)

O(�
4 )

O(�
3 )

full eikonal vs exact

�

) For any spin χ<0.8 error due to eikonal approximation 
exceeds error due to slow-rotation. Overall accuracy ~ 1% 

vs full eikonal

vs full eikonal



Case study: thin-shell gravastar

• As a benchmark system we consider a thin-shell gravastar [Pani 2015].  

• This model allows the multipoles to be written analytically as:

�q = �q(C) �s3 = �s3(C)

• One can also verify that:  

�q, �s3 ! 0 C ! 1/2

C =
M

R

as (ΒΗ limit) 



Results: gravastar vs Kerr ringdown

�

Fractional difference 
with respect to same 
spin-order eikonal 
Kerr values

!R,!I

!I

a tenfold improvement in LIGO 
observations could probe gravastars 
using early ringdown signal 

)



Outlook

• Testing the identity of post-merger remnants with multipolar 
expansion of early ringdown signal is very promising.  

• Method complementary to detecting late-time w-modes echoes in 
the signal. 

• Plenty of scope for future work:  

- produce UCO ringdown templates   

- extension to non-equatorial modes 

- apply scheme to other UCOs


